Finite element modelling of cochlear electrical coupling.
The operation of each hair cell within the cochlea generates a change in electrical potential at the frequency of the vibrating basilar membrane beneath the hair cell. This electrical potential influences the operation of the cochlea at nearby locations and can also be detected as the cochlear microphonic signal. The effect of such potentials has been proposed as a mechanism for the non-local operation of the cochlear amplifier, and the interaction of such potentials has been thought to be the cause of the broadness of cochlea microphonic tuning curves. The spatial extent of influence of these potentials is an important parameter for determining the significance of their effects. Calculations of this extent have typically been based on calculating the longitudinal resistance of each of the scalae from the scala cross sectional area, and the conductivity of the lymph. In this paper, the range of influence of the electrical potential is examined using an electrical finite element model. It is found that the range of influence of the hair cell potential is much shorter than the conventional calculation, but is consistent with recent measurements.